Dynamical systems working have been recognized as essential in the area of computer science, under the name of reactive systems by David Harel. Synchronous languages have been proposed as a paradigm to deal with reactive systems and develop tools for them. In this paper we introduce synchronous programming paradigm via the notion of multiclock dyriamical systems and illustrate it via the SIGNAL language. We give an outline of controller synthesis in SIGNAL, and systedarchitecture design.
Introduction
Reactive systems and synchronous languages. Dynamical systems working on-line and in closed loop with their environment are the central concept of control science. More recently, the same concept has been recognized as essential in the area of computer science, under the name of reactive systems by David Harel [I] . Synchronous languages have been proposed as a paradigm to deal with reactive systems and develop tools for them 12, 31. The french community has been active in this area 141 [51 [ 6 ] , but other formalisms are also considered synchronous [71. In this paper we introduce synchronous programming paradigm via the notion of multiclock dynamical systems and illustrate it via the SIGNAL language. Multiclock dynamical systems. Discrete time dynamical systems of the generic form approach has been advocated and extensively studied in the linear system case in particular by Jan C. Willems [8] . Note that a discrete event system can also be modeled in this way, by resorting to discrete state variables to encode states.
When dealing with complex systems, however, it is not acceptable to be bound to a single, global, time index " k . Different subsystems or components of the system may have their own, local, natural pace. Sensors and actuators have their own sampling rates, and sampling is sometimes even irregular. System monitoring involves event detection and event based reconfiguration. Therefore software components in charge of the reconfiguration are typically triggered by the detected events.
Based on this remark, we need to allow, in dynamical systems of the form (2). the use of multiple time indices k1,. . . , kL, and the number L of these different "clocks" may be very large indeed. Of course, some constraints may involve signals having different time indices, e.g., when possibly event-based downsampling (i.e., filtering events) or upsampling (i.e., inserting new events) occurs. Handling time indices explicitly becomes rapidly cumbersome, and -~ -scriptor dynamical system. Therefore, the generic (I) Each subsystem has its own activation clock (for instance, a clock representing the greatest set of instants at which there is at least one event in the subsystem), depicted by the different lightnings, and each different signal has its own clock. This clearly requires mechanisms for data dependent upidownsampling. Some branches of the graph are not directed, revealing the relational natureof the connections. system structure applies inductively, in a hierarchical way. The essence of synchronous programming. Based on the above discussion, we feel the following features are indeed essential for characterizing this paradigm:
Programs progress via an infinite sequence of reactions : 
When it is defined, parallel composition is always
given by taking the conjunction of associated reactions: involved inside a control loop (note that this work is often an error-prone task when done by hand in classical C-like language), and this scheduling is proved to be correct from the point of view of data dependencies. Further, the compiler synthesizes automatically global optimizations of the dependence graph, following different criteria. Then, according to some formal transformations of the graph, the user can choose to generate either Embedded code or code dedicated to simulation, or performance evaluation. At the same time, S I G A L I , the model checker (also used for controller synthesis purposes) allows us to prove dynamical properties. All satisfying the control objectives and the former describes how to choose the instantaneous controls; when the controlled system is in state x, and an event y occurs, any value U such that Q(z,y,u) = 0 and C(z,y,u) = 0 can be chosen. The behavior of the system S composed with the controller is then modeled by:
Using algebraic methods. avoiding state space enumeration, we can compute controllers (C, CO) which ensure:
the invariance of a set of states (S-Invariance ()), the reachability of a set of states from the initial states of the system ( S R e a c h a b i l i t y ( )), the attractivity of a set of states E from a set of states F
( S n t t r a c t i v i t y ( ) ) [12],
the minimally restrictive control (choice of a control
We sketch how the controller synthesis methodology has been integrated in the SIGNAL environment. To simplify the use of the tool, the same language is now used to specify the physical model of the system and the control objectives (as well as the verification objectives). We have developed a tool
In this table, z, z' denote auxilialy current and next state variables, these are needed to encode the delay operator. Any SIGNAL specification can then be translated into a set of equations called polynomial dynamical system (PDs) of the form : In the third stage, the obtained controller is included in the original SIGNAL program in order to perform simulation.
First phase: Specification of the model. The physical model is first specified in the language SIGNAL. It describes the global behavior of the system. In the same stage we specify a process, that describes all the properties that must be enforced on the system. Properties to be checked as well as the control objectives to be synthesized, can be expressed directly in the SIGNAL program. The syntax is shown below:
The keyword S i g a l i means that the subexpression has to be evaluated by SIGALI. The function Control-Objective means that SlGALl has to compute a controller according to the boolean PROP, which can be seen as a set of states in the corresponding PDSin order to ensure the control objective for the controlled system (it could be one of the control objectives presented in section 3.1). The overall SIGNAL program is obtained by composing the two processes. 
S_InvariancelS.Set_States) => Synthesize the controller ensuring the invariance of SetLStates
The file "system.z3z" is the PDS that represents the initial system. The PROP signal becomes a polynomial . ( / P I Q / ) ( From implicit specifications to executable code: causality analysis Unlike behavioral theory for linear dynamical systems as extensively studied by Jan C. Willems, moving from implicit specifications to an executable equivalent form is undecidable for multiclock dynamical systems in general. We shall therefore follow an approach akin to so-called "abstract interpretation", in which an approximate solution is searched for, that applies to all cases. The idea is that This abstraction is systematically applied using the causality rules of table 1, until a fixpoint is reached (this requires at most two steps). In this table, keyword ^U denotes the clock of U, i.e., the pure signal which is present exactly when U is present. V -^U denotes the clock representing the instants at which v is present and U is absent. Note that no causality results from the delay operator, since computing the next state is always explicit, see (3). The causality rule ^x-->x is also applied forevely signal x Using this technique, any SIGNAL program is abstracted into the following generic form, compare with
In (3, constraint 0 = Q ( X , Y, U ) has been decomposed into its boolean. solvable, part 0 = Q b ( X , Y , U ) , plus a system of causality constraints B(X, Y, U ) involving statements of the form X --> Y when B. And There is a similar decomposition for the initial condition. The key remark is that system (5) is now offinite nature, and therefore it can be transformed into an inputloutput form for execution. Note that "solving" ( 5 ) is more involved than just handling finite state machines, due to its hybrid nature, mixing together automata, and graphs labelled by predicates. Solving for the graph part consists of constructing a partial order compatible with the set of causality constraints of the form X --> Y when B.
A variation of this technique is implemented in the SIG-NAL compiler. Note that, besides serving for causality analysis, statement X --> Y when B can serve for other purposes. In particular, it can be used simply to enforce a scheduling constraint between X and Y. Therefore, schedulers can also be formally handledusing S I G N A L : they can be specified, and further composed. This is a key advantage in architecture modeling [13].
From synchronous specification to asynchronous, distributed architectures
Referring to the ideal model of synchrony, as summarized at the end of section 1. we can use token based dataflow networks to model asynchronous, distributed executions, see the U token passes the "gate", whereas it is lost when the boolean guard has a false token. This performs data dependent downsampling. This actor is not equivalent to when statement, however. The when statement does not set any clock constraint on its inputs, while the shown actor requires equality of its input clocks (there are as many tokens on both input channels). This is why we name it an "analogous" actor, not an equivalent one. The same problem arises with the d e f a u l t statement. However, we can emulate the when statement by the following means, for the particular case where we know that U is less frequent than B, see figure I. Here we use four actors. Thewhen and def a u l t actors are specified in the above 
Code profiling
Finally, we briefly mention our approach to code profiling, to evaluate, e.g., performance. Given an implementation Q . Some other real time properties to be satisfied can also be described as predicates in SIGNAL. Then some of these properties can be checked by using verification tools.
Usage
In this section we summarize the tools available and their use. For further information, the reader is referred to http://www.irisa.fr/sigma2/benveniste/home.html and http://www.irisa.fr/ep-atr/welcome.english,html. 
